Extra comfort
for your family

Now your family can have all of the features
offered by today’s most advanced, high-end
central heating and air-conditioning systems
at a very affordable price. With Comfort+
you will dramatically improve the performance
of your current system and save money at the
same time!
Comfort+ is designed with your comfort and
pocket book in mind. It offers three separate,
fully adjustable operating speeds for your current
system. This allows your contractor to customize
the optimal blower speeds for your system’s
exact heating, cooling and air circulation modes
of operation.

Upgrade Your Current System
with Comfort+

Its compact design makes Comfort+ an ideal addition
to your current H/AC system. And it saves you the
cost of a full system replacement!

The Greater Comforts
of Comfort+ Include…
Better Climate Control

The comfort of your home depends on the air
temperature, humidity and amount of air circulation
throughout your home all year long. Every home’s
central heating and cooling system presents a unique
set of operating parameters – duct sizing, location within
your floor plan, and the layout of your H/AC system.
Most of today’s central systems offer only one or two
fixed blower speed settings, but Comfort+ offers an
infinite range of blower speed control so your installing
or servicing contractor can independently fine tune your
system’s heating and cooling performance.
Constant Conditioning Control

In order for your current system to reduce or eliminate
the uneven temperatures throughout your home, the
system’s blower must run almost continuously, costing
you precious electrical energy dollars! Most systems
limit you to one speed for your heating and/or cooling
cycles. With Comfort+, your contractor can select the
ideal cooling or heating mode speed for your system
as well as a slow idle speed that will continuously
destratify the air inside your home without drafts;
actually saving you money! And if your system is
equipped with humidity control or electronic air cleaning,
Comfort+’s Destrat Mode continuously conditions your
home’s air.
Quiet Control
When most central heating and cooling systems “kick-on”
you feel and hear the blast of air pouring out of the ducts
into your home. In addition, you may also hear “whistling
outlets” or ‘buckling duct work”, disturbing an otherwise
restful night’s sleep. In the past, you had to simply tolerate
this inconvenience – there was no other choice. But with
Comfort+’s Soft-Start mode, you’ll never hear your system
“kick-on or off” again! Soft-Start automatically and slowly
ramps up and down the speed of your system’s blower,
totally eliminating nuisance noise of any kind!
Cost Control
There are several operating inefficiencies inherent to most
central systems that waste your heating & cooling dollars.
Your original system simply doesn’t allow for efficient
“fine-tuning” by your heating & cooling contractor .
Comfort+ is designed to optimize the performance and
energy efficiency of your current system, saving you
hundreds of watts every day of its operation.

Quiet comfort is just a twist away!
Your service person can achieve infinate
control with the Comfort+ Destrat Mode.

Quick, quiet,
sensible and affordable
Comfort+
TM

+ Fast installation by your
contractor
+ Fits virtually all central
heating & cooling systems –
gas or electric
+ Start saving on energy and
utility costs immediately
+ Meets UL-508C

